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VNDLY’s Workday  
Workforce Connector
When companies adopt Workday and VNDLY as part of their 
technology ecosystems, managing extended workforces becomes 
simpler, more customizable, and less risky. Organizations that 
have embraced Workday are focused on a more holistic 
picture of how work gets done. Using VNDLY allows them 
to maximize their company-wide efforts around master 
data collection, chart of accounts, reporting structures, 
and provisioning of both full-time and contingent workers. 
And we can become the foundation or support for your digital 
transformation. VNDLY’s Workday-trained developers have built 
an integration that leverages native Workday APIs and has been 
awarded a Workday Certified badge, so we know it works.

Getting started is straightforward. You can connect your Workday tenant  
to VNDLY by creating an integration user account and security group in 
Workday and entering the account information in VNDLY.  Once the systems  
are connected, all Workday-related scenarios supported by VNDLY’s integration 
can be configured via VNDLY’s settings user interface. We also provide 
integration support and maintenance, saving your IT teams significant time, 
money, and stress.

Our technologies seamlessly communicate to make our clients’ extended 
workforce management processes run smoothly.

In the simplest scenario, this pre-packaged connector provides a native 
integration with Workday, which automatically loads foundational data  
into VNDLY. 

SCENARIOS

CLIENTS CAN MANAGE:

supervisory organizations that manage people 

employees who manage contingent workforce service

worker locations

cost centers
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Sometimes clients need full visibility into their workforce, which means 
retaining the cohesive Workday processes already being used in human 
resources and finance. VNDLY complements Workday in this model, sending 
contingent worker related information to Workday in real-time, giving clients 
broader control over workforce provisioning activities.
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Using all of the configuration capabilities of our Workforce Connector 
establishes a technology ecosystem where all departments involved in 
extended workforce management can work together, whether the majority  
of functions originate in Workday or VNDLY. 

USERS CAN MANAGE:

worker types

reason codes

onboarding and offboarding

job profiles

credentials

worker assignments

financial controls

procurement controls

reporting and analytics

VNDLY’s Workday Workforce connector is built with specific capabilities to 
successfully support your company’s extended workforce management 
program. We’ve made sure you can:

BENEFITS

Integrate with Workday Human Capital Management SOAP APIs using 
a pre-packaged connector 

Easily enable and disable specific Workday scenarios as you need them

Keep Workday up to date, in real-time, with contingent worker data as 
worker related changes happen in VNDLY

Keep tabs on integration activity through VNDLY’s audit log

Import foundational and reference data on a scheduled basis to query 
from Workday and update VNDLY



VNDLY is transforming the way companies manage their extended workforces. 
Our modern, cloud-based platform and pre-built API integrations mean  
that we can create and support technology ecosystems while fostering digital 
transformation. We make sure our clients can easily and effectively manage 
every aspect of their extended workforce programs. For more information 
about our solutions—extended workforce management, statement of work, 
total talent acquisition, and independent contractor management—visit us  
at VNDLY.com.
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With our connector:

1.  Your procurement and HR teams can streamline foundational data 
input from Workday into VNDLY using automation, reducing your 
VNDLY implementation time by eliminating manual tasks. 

2.  Users can automate contingent worker provisioning processes between 
VNDLY and Workday. Using automation to make data changes will 
eliminate manual and/or duplicate processes between systems, 
streamlining operations.

FOR PROCUREMENT AND HR TEAMS

With our Workforce Connector, your security teams can reduce manual 
processing time. Contingent worker onboarding and offboarding using 
automated provisioning activities save time and money. Our automated 
processes can also increase controls for active and inactive contingent workers, 
which reduces risk.

FOR SECURITY TEAMS

We have built a connector that works from the first moment and that VNDLY 
supports and maintains throughout the entire relationship. That means your 
teams will save time and cost associated with custom integrations. There is 
also no need for integration expertise, on-premises integration middleware, 
or servers.

The integration also reduces administrative burdens by allowing your 
company’s Workday administrators to quickly configure the integration with 
the click of a button – no developers necessary.

Maintenance is significantly reduced because VNDLY manages integration-
related changes as needed, eliminating concerns that your teams will be 
required to maintain the integration between Workday and VNDLY.

FOR IT TEAMS
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